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Green Cokes, Wurlitzer Jukes, and the Tandy 2000 
Your Fearless Leader likes to be wrong in print. I make some wild guess as if it 

were written in stone - and a member who knows better gets excited and sends in 
the right information. The tricky part is that if I just asked "Who knows about this?"
nobody would answer. [For a hint on the best style for that excited disagreement, see 
the note about PFS Write in Software Support.] 

Sometimes when I'm wrong, there's a big do at HQ. Last February the Whimper 
carried an ad from MEB 1, three Orphans

·· 

II 2000s along with a good selection 387 Main
of major 2000 software. Westport 

That was good for a fat paragraph in CT 06880 
the Flee Market. The usual member running 
off to compatibles, I thought. But MEBI Return spread his hardware and software over three 
detailed pages. which bothered me. And his Postage : II prices were higher than I thought the market L:Guaran
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was. More irritation. I spent an hour cram-
ming it into ten lines, which was still too "The Being wrong has never been more 
much space for one Fleeing member to grab. fun. The sleeper was that MEBl had access 
So I added a comment after the ad that I 2000 to a lot more stock than showed in his ad. 
object to long ads, and I acidly put a headline has Another surprise was how much good 
over the ad, "Myron's Second-Hand Shop." I stopped Orphans has been doing. I've been thinking 
felt his systems would not sell, and I forgot of us as a combined orphanage and nursing 
about it. being home, cfa;,mg tenderly for 2000 users with 

Imagine my surprise when this trurn- junk." terminal clone-itch, before they pass out of 
pet solo blew into headquarters in August: L:..====..:.I our world to their compatibles. And this has r---------------------,-----, been happening. While we get a new member

"Your mention of Myron's Second-Hand Shop every day, we Jose one almost as often. 
in the February issue of the Whimper brought an But now It seems our dear, dying 
overwhelming response, with almost $18,000 in 2000 has a new gleam in Its eye. It's out of Its 
sales attributable to the ad." deathbed and asking to go home. For the first 

"Although this caused some confusion at first, time ever, an orphan computer is getting 
it has certainly turned out to be very worthwhile.... stronger, more valuable, more used. I get 
As a result of the response to the ad, I have decided letters from members who bought corn-
to form a new company to be called Artex with an an- patibles but, reading their Whimpers, have 
ticipated opening date of October 1, 1989 ... to assist put the clones in closets and do the major 
Tandy 2000 owners in loc11ting Tandy 2000 hardware work on their 2000s again. 
and 2000-compatible software at reasonable prices, The 2000 has stopped being junk. Its 
as well as the repair and maintenance of the value decline has apparently turned around, 
equipment ... at significant savings compared to the A double-floppy was changing hands for 
outrageous rates that Tandy charges." $100 back in 1987, big software going for 
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